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A good spending game plan will help you win the game...of life.
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Your Spending game-plan
Do you have something you want to save up for? A spending plan puts you 
in control, like a quarterback with a game plan. Here’s an outline that will  
help you set up your spending plan.

Start with three columns for the items that you want to save for.

Short-term
List items that you want that you  

want to pay for in the next one to 
three months, along with costs.

Examples: video game, concert ticket, 
digital album

Item Cost

 ______________ $ ______________

 ______________ $ ______________

 ______________ $ ______________

Medium-term
List items that you want to pay for  
in the next three months to a year, 

along with costs.

Examples: iPad, bike, video game 
console

Item Cost

  ______________ $ ______________

  ______________ $ ______________

  ______________ $ ______________

Long-term
List items that you want that you  

want to pay for more than a year 
from now, along with costs.

Examples: vacation, college, summer 
camp

Item Cost

  ______________ $ ______________

  ______________ $ ______________

  ______________ $ ______________

Figure out your total income and all of your expenses for each month.

List all of your sources of income 
for each month and then total your 

monthly earnings.

Allowance

Part-time job

Additional 
earnings

Total monthly 
earnings

List all your expense items for each month, 
including what you need to spend on 

and what you want to spend on.

Food 

Personal 
items

Additional 
expenses

Total monthly 
expenses 

Calculate the difference between your total monthly earnings and your total monthly 
expenses. This is the amount of money you will have left to save

Total monthly 
   

  Total monthly 
 

    Savings
    earnings      expenses

Set this money aside in your Long John Saver account. Decide how much money you will 
save for short-term, medium-term, and long-term items each month.

Short-term ________________ Medium-term ________________ Long-term _________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________

_______________

___________

___________

___________

- =

T
h

in
ks

to
ck

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

You have probably heard your parents or other 
family members talk about having a budget. A 
budget is a way to show how much money you 
have, what bills you have to pay and how much 
money you have left over in the end. What could 
you do with the money you have left over?

Your Spending Game-Plan
Everybody knows that saving your money is the 
smart thing to do, but it’s trickier than a lot of 
people think. It takes planning and budgeting to 
keep yourself on track.

The best way to save your money is to put your 
spending plan in writing. Setting goals is the most 
important part of a savings plan. The example on 
the right is a great way for you to enter your goals 
and sources of income (allowance, jobs, etc.)

Refine Your Goals
If you don’t have enough money to meet all of 
your goals, ask yourself:
• Which are most important to you?
• Do you need it or do you want it?
• Which short-term goals can become medium-

term goals, and which medium-term goals can 
become long-term goals?

• How can you earn more money?
• What things do you currently spend money on 

that you could do without in order to save money 
for your goal?

Don’t worry—you may have to adjust your 
spending plan, and that’s ok. Even then, 
you probably won’t have enough money for 
everything you want. If your plan is not working, 
change it until it does. Just don’t give up. Winning 
quarterbacks don’t, and neither should you. Ask 
your parents to help you. They are experts at 
planning budgets and saving money!

CREATING A SPENDING
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It’s an international celebration!
How many world-wide celebrations can you name? Many nations 
celebrate their own individual holidays—for example— we 
celebrate Independence Day on July 4th. Imagine what would 
happen if 92 different countries got together to celebrate on the 
same day. That would be a rare event! Well, that’s what happens 
every October: International Credit Union Day (ICU Day). 

What do we celebrate on ICU Day? 
Credit unions have given people all over the world a different kind 
of independence. It’s the freedom from worrying about money. 
Being a member of a credit union has helped many people reach 
their dreams. Credit unions help their members straighten out 
their budgets, buy cars, pay for college, build homes and start 
businesses. Credit unions are cooperatives, which means the 
members are the owners. For that reason, they may find it easier 
to borrow money. Or earn more from their savings, even for 
children who are members! This is why credit unions are different. 
It’s what people all over the world celebrate on International Credit 
Union Day in October. Read on to meet two credit union savers, 
Jacob and Emily, who live in very different parts of the world.

Meet Jacob and Emily
Jacob and Emily live 4,625 miles apart. They don’t know each 
other, but they’re a lot alike. Jacob and Emily both have November 
birthdays. Both live on an island. Jacob lives in Leeds, a city in 
England, which also is an island. Emily lives in Kingston, on the 
island of Jamaica. They have something else in common. They 
both believe it’s important to save money at their credit unions.

Jacob, the young saver in Leeds, UK
Jacob is a First Saver at Leeds City Credit Union (LCCU). He 
knows that it’s better to start saving money now than waiting 
until secondary school or college. That’s 
because his savings will have more time to 
earn more money. “It’s like having a head 
start,” he says. Jacob’s family is planning a 
trip to Disney World, so he is saving part of 
his weekly allowance to have extra money 
to spend on the trip. Jacob has had the 
saving habit for more than three years. He 

always saves half of the money he 
gets. Participating at his credit union 
is fun. This year it held a contest 
to design a birthday card for First 
Savers. Jacob designed his card 
and won the contest. His card 
shows Bobatoo, the credit union’s 
cartoon bird with musical notes 
coming out of its mouth to look as 
if Bobatoo is singing “Happy Birthday.” 

Emily, junior member in Kingston, Jamaica
When Emily gets home from school, she does chores around 
the house, feeds her puppy and cleans the living room 
to earn her allowance. Her allowance is 1,000 Jamaican 
dollars a month. That’s a little more 
than $9 in the U.S. Emily regularly 
saves 100 a month in Jamaican dollars 
(a little less than $1 in the U.S.). She 
saves for toys, personal items and 
even buys treats for her puppy. Emily 
is a junior member of City of Kingston 
Cooperative Credit Union. She says, 
“I’ve learned to handle money better. 
I don’t spend 
it carelessly.” 

INTERNATIONALCREDIT UNION DAY
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Is This
The Scariest

House in America?

ENTER AT YOUROWN RISK!

WELCOME TOSPOOKYTOWN, MICHIGAN

TRUTH

LEGEND
or

According to a local legend, on Halloween there is a haunted house attraction in Michigan 
considered the scariest in the country. Admission is $100 per person, and everyone that 
enters must sign a contract where they agree never to publish a word about what they 
see. The house consists of five floors that get scarier as you go up the stairs. The first 
floor is about the same as a normal haunted house. The second contains live snakes 
and spiders, as well as secret doors and drop-away floor slides. There are no accounts of 
anything higher than the third floor of the house. Even finding the house can be a challenge. 
It is never advertised and the exact location is a mystery. People get the address by word-
of-mouth or eyewitness accounts. Is this true? What do you think?

This house in Michigan is an urban legend. No house like it has 
been known to exist. During Halloween, many people make up 
stories about creepy places simply to scare others as part of the 
celebration. ( (

URBAN

LEGEND

Ephebiphobia is a fear of 
teenagers, also known as 
a fear of youth. Don’t worry 
though, teenagers are cool!

Can you find the 13 
Halloween words in the 

puzzle? Don’t let the words 
scare you!

BLOOD
BROOMSTICK

CASKET
DISGUISE

FRIGHTFUL
GHOST
HAUNT

RANDOM TRIVIA

Courtesy: Googolplex.org

Courtesy: Googolplex.org

Ephebiphobia

E U K E S O S Y B F G F Y E F 
R K V N Q C C W R G T H G H R 
I V R Q A Y P I O C Q A O N D 
P S I R B Y G C O W O I E S K 
M Q Y J P H X P M K G Y O R T 
A T O Y T W H E S L Z N X E T 
V L H F X R C F T Q L Y K B N 
N T U G W Q T W I V H S L J S 
R L Q I I N I J C M A E B S Q 
H G Y A F N W N K C B L O O D 
K C I R T K D B Z H U E D U N 
U G X Y F A V I V A D W N B N 
N H Y K O N L S M U P V R T G 
M Y R V B O D W G N K J B E J 
E S I U G S I D N T P O F C P

spooky
wordsearch

MIDNIGHT
SCARY
TREAT
TRICK

VAMPIRE
WITCH

Courtesy: Puzzle-Maker.com
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Yarn & Popsicle Stick
SPIDER WEBS

Courtesy: buggyandbuddy.com

Supplies
• Glue
• Popsicle sticks
• Black, orange or white paint
• Black, orange or white yarn
• Scissors
• Optional:  Spider sticker or small plastic spider

Directions
• Glue three popsicle sticks together at the center
• Paint the sticks black, orange or white
• Use black, orange or white yarn to tie around the popsicle sticks
• Tie the yarn to one popsicle stick, near the center
• Loop the yarn around each popsicle stick as you move further from the center
• Make sure to leave some space between the yarn strands for the web look
• At the end, knot the yarn to one of the popsicle sticks and leave some extra yarn to hang it up
• Optional:  add a spider sticker or glue a plastic spider on the web
• Hang and enjoy your spooky creation 

Courtesy: GetColoringPages.com
https://buggyandbuddy.com


Cooperative

Pioneers
because Teamwork Makes the Dream Work

Credit Unions are like a group of friends that put 
their money together in order to buy things they 
can’t afford on their own. That is what makes 
Credit Unions different (and better!)

magine you want to buy a $10 game, but you only have $5. 
How can you work with others to get what you want and 

benefit the group at the same time? Suppose you round 
up four friends. Each of you places $5 in an envelope. 

Now your group has $25. You and your friends discuss rules 
for using the shared money. You all agree to pay back what you 
borrow plus a little extra. That way, as each member pays money 
back, the envelope gains more money. Now there’s a growing 
amount for others to use to buy the things they want. You take 
$10 out of the envelope to buy your game. In a few weeks, you 
put $12 back. That replaces your $5 plus the $5 you borrowed. 
It also includes a $2 fee for using the money that wasn’t yours. 
That’s how a cooperative works. Cooperatives sell and provide 
many things: food, housing, electricity and insurance to name a 
few. They also provide money. 

Credit unions are cooperatives  
Credit Union members are its owners. Their savings provide the 
funds to make loans to other fellow members. When a member 
takes out a loan, the Credit Union uses the interest that it earns 
to run the Credit Union. This includes paying all members 
dividends for their savings. In this way, Credit Union members 
are like a group of friends who put their money together to buy 
things they can’t afford on their own. Credit unions are like banks 
in some ways. You can use them to save and borrow money. 
But a Credit Union is very different from a bank because it’s 
a cooperative. People who use cooperatives also own them. 
Their votes decide who makes decisions about the way to run 
the business. Sometimes members make decisions themselves 
through the ballot box.

Where do cooperatives come from?
The first cooperatives began more than 150 years ago in England. 
At that time, many people were moving from farms to cities looking 
for factory work. These working people made very little money. It 
was hard for them to buy food, find safe places to live, find good 
schools or get doctors’ care. Robert Owen, a factory manager, saw 
that people needed help. He wanted to give the people in his factory 
better lives. He helped them by paying higher wages and making 
his factory safe. He also helped workers create stores that the 
workers themselves owned and ran. Owen’s ideas were popular 
and spread to people working in other factories. 

Rochdale Pioneers 
In the English city of Rochdale, Charles Howarth led a group of 
workers to form the Rochdale Pioneers. The Rochdale Pioneers 
used Owen’s ideas to form a cooperative. They pooled their money 
together to open a store that sold flour, oatmeal, sugar, butter and 
candles. The Pioneers agreed to work together to provide members 
with places to live. They ran a factory so members could have jobs, 
bought land to grow food for each other and opened a school for 
their children. Each member of the group provided some money. 
Everyone owned an equal part of the Pioneers’ different activities. 
Each took turns working for the group and helping make decisions 
on what it should do. 

Today’s pioneers 
Cooperatives today, like Credit Unions, follow almost the same 
rules the Rochdale Pioneers used to run their cooperative. The next 
time you save money at Beach Municipal FCU, remember: You are 
just like the Rochdale Pioneers. You are part of a cooperative in 
which people help each other have a better life.

Courtesy: Googolplex.org
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Candy Turkeys
Supplies
• Double Stuff 

Oreo cookies
• White/vanilla cake icing
• Candy corn
• Malt balls
• Small peanut butter cups
• Red icing
• Candy googly eyes

Directions
• Take an Oreo cookie and carefully separate the two sides
• Take the side without the filling and put a thick amount of icing on it
• Stick the candy corns in the icing with the wide side up, on the half of the cookie like shown in the photo
• Place the other side of the Oreo with the frosting side up and stick the other half with the candy corns towards the 

edge in the siding. Use some more icing in case for stability 
• Place a peanut butter cup on it’s side with the top of it backed up against the upright Oreo
• Place a malt ball on top of the peanut butter cup using a drop of frosting to glue them together
• Using frosting for glue, place a candy corn for the beak, red icing for the snood and candy eyes like in the photo
• Finally, admire your creation and gobble it up!

Emily’s
JO

K
E

T
IM

E What is a duck’s 
favorite dip?

QUACK-A-MOLE!



Egg Carton Candy Canes
Supplies
• Two one-dozen cardboard egg cartons
• Red construction paper
• Red and white paint
• Pipe cleaners
• Small jingle bell

Directions
• Cut out 20 egg cups from cartons
• Paint half of them red and half of them white
• Take the construction paper and trace the bottom of the carton cup
• Encircle the trace with another circle about a quarter of an inch bigger
• Cut out the circles so that you can use them as spacers between the carton cups
• Poke a small hole in the bottom of the carton cups
• Tie two pipe cleaners together, to make one really long pipe cleaner
• Take the pipe cleaners and pull it through one of the carton cups
• Tie a bell to the end of the pipe cleaner so all of the cartons cups stay together
• Continue layering in the following pattern: red cup, spacer, white cup, spacer, etc.
• Make sure to curve the pipe cleaner for the candy cane shape
• Once you put the last carton cup on, make a knot in the pipe cleaner to hold it all together

NAT
ALI

E!
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Long John Saver
Kids Club

Long John Saver
Kids Club

Answers

E U K E S O S Y B F G F Y E F 
R K V N Q C C W R G T H G H R 
I V R Q A Y P I O C Q A O N D 
P S I R B Y G C O W O I E S K 
M Q Y J P H X P M K G Y O R T 
A T O Y T W H E S L Z N X E T 
V L H F X R C F T Q L Y K B N 
N T U G W Q T W I V H S L J S 
R L Q I I N I J C M A E B S Q 
H G Y A F N W N K C B L O O D 
K C I R T K D B Z H U E D U N 
U G X Y F A V I V A D W N B N 
N H Y K O N L S M U P V R T G 
M Y R V B O D W G N K J B E J 
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BLOOD
BROOMSTICK

CASKET
DISGUISE

FRIGHTFUL
GHOST
HAUNT

MIDNIGHT
SCARY
TREAT
TRICK

VAMPIRE
WITCH


